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While Ohio is a relatively small state, its physical geography is made
up of two prominent geological provinces of North America: the
foothills of the Appalachian Plateaus in the east and the Central
Lowland in the west. The Ohio Department of Natural Resources
(ODNR) breaks these down into these five distinct geographical
provinces:
1. Allegheny Plateaus in eastern Ohio
2. Glaciated Allegheny Plateaus in eastern Ohio
3. Till Plains to the west
4. Huron-Erie Lake Plains in the north
5. Interior Low Plateau (Bluegrass section) in the southwest
Each province is characterized by its own distinct geology, and each
is therefore subject to specific geological hazards.
Geological hazards (or geohazards) are geologic conditions, either
natural or artificial, that exhibit a potential danger to life and property.¹
They can range in size from minute (or superficial) to catastrophic.
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Figure 1. Geographic Regions of Ohio;
Source: Ohio Division of Geological Survey

Geohazards, while not a common everyday occurrence, can generate major problems if ignored.
Recognizing these hazards on job sites, as well as the conditions that lead to them, can aid geotechnical
engineers and field professionals in their daily work. In addition, alerting clients to conditions that may lead to
geohazards can prepare them for what could become a costly issue on their sites. This article will discuss the
geographical regions of Ohio and some of the associated geohazards.

Allegheny Plateaus
The Allegheny Plateaus is a large, unglaciated, hilly
region found in eastern and southeastern Ohio.
The region stretches from Lisbon in the north to
Portsmouth in the south, and from the Ohio River
in the south and east, northwestward to western
Muskingum County.
The province is made up of mostly mid- to latePennsylvanian rock, with Permian rock present
along the Ohio River (from Belmont County to Meigs
County). The majority of this area is made up of a
transition from shallow marine deposits to terrestrial
deposits. This transition is identified by interchanging
layers of shale, sandstone, clay, and coal. These
interchanging layers coupled with excessive moisture
can generate slumping and landslides.

Figure 2. Slump Diagram; Source: United States Geological Survey

Slumping is a form of mass earth movement, where a loosely consolidated layer of material moves slowly
down slope. Slumping can usually be identified by two features:
1. The scarp, which is a vertical cut along a slope that exposes material and indicates the top of the
slump or landmass break.
2. The slump toe, which indicates the bottom of the slump and can be identified as a hummocky
ridge near the bottom of the slope.
Eighty-five percent of slumps and earthflows in this region occur in association with red shale beds found in
the Conemaugh and Monongahela groups.² Slumping can occur not just due to loose, wet material but also
due to excessive weight on top of slopes as well as undercutting of a slope.
While working in the Allegheny Plateaus province, be aware of the changes in elevation. Construction on top
of hills may cause additional stress that might lead to slumping. Scarps will be a prominent sign that slumping
is probable. Identifying the location of scarps and toes together can aid in estimating how much material may
be compromised. A large and severe slump can undermine the ground upon which a building is constructed
up slope.
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Glaciated Allegheny Plateaus
West and north of the Allegheny Plateaus is the
Glaciated Allegheny Plateaus. This area is identified
as the furthest east that the last glaciers extended
during the Pleistocene Epoch (the last ice age).
The majority of this province is found in the Akron,
Canton, and Youngstown area, while a long “tail”
stretches southwesterly through Knox and Licking
County, down to Chillicothe.
In the northeast portion of the province (from Warren
to Ashtabula), Devonian-age deposits are present.
Small faults are common in this rock. Over time, this
rock can experience adjustments that can cause
small earthquakes. In addition, wastewater pumping
from hydraulic fracking operations has corresponded
with seismic activity in the area in the recent past.
While damage to buildings tends to occur with
earthquakes of a 4.0 magnitude or higher, there is no

specific size of earthquake that causes damage. Even
small earthquakes can cause damage to a structure.
Many variables, such as location and soil type, can
affect the amount damage caused by an earthquake.3
Another geohazard present in this region is the
radioactive gas radon. In Ohio, radon is most
concentrated in counties along the tail of the
Glaciated Allegheny plateaus.4 The relatively higher
concentrations of radon tend to correspond with
Wisconsinan-age glacial tills. Glacial tills are deposits
of unsorted sediment left behind by glaciers. In
this region these sediments are a mix of material
including impure carbonates that have a measurable
amount of uranium, which degrades to generate
radon. Radon mitigation can be used to decrease the
amount of radon entering a building.

Till Plains
Till Plains is a large, relatively flat, low-lying province
in central to western Ohio. This province owes its
flatness to the Wisconsinan glaciers, which expanded
into Ohio pushing and flattening the earth in this
region.
Rock layers in the Till Plains range from Ordovicianage to Devonian-age and are marine deposits. Much
of the province is made up of carbonates (limestone
and dolomites) and evaporates (halites and gypsums).²
More acidic water, such as rain, can dissolve these
soft rocks. The geologic makeup along with the
flat physical nature of the province can generate
conditions prone to karst.

Figure 3. Karst Terrain Diagram; Source: Ohio
Department of Natural Resources

Karst conditions are underground drainage systems from dissolved carbonate rock that form subterranean
caves. It is important to be aware of karst conditions as they can cause sinkholes. Karst conditions are more
prevalent in western Delaware County near Powell, around Springfield, and around the greater Cincinnati
area.
Sinkholes can be associated with vast cavernous systems that range in size and depth. Disappearing
streams, or streams that flow into the substrate, begin to erode the rock and form caves and caverns. As
these cave systems expand, they weaken the material that holds the surface intact. With less and less
material holding up the surface materials, the ground can give way resulting in a collapse.
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Huron-Erie Plains
The Huron-Erie Plains represent the coast of Lake
Erie from the Pennsylvania border to the Michigan
border just north of Toledo. There is a region
southwest of Toledo where this province expands,
bisecting the Till Plains and reaching the Indiana
border.
This province contains bedrock from primarily two
geological periods: Silurian in the west and Devonian
in the east. The surficial glacial geology includes
many kames and eskers (hills and ridges of glacial
deposits) and wave-planed till.

Along the coast of Lake Erie, the coastal landscape
is constantly being changed due to the dynamics
of Lake Erie. Waves crashing upon the shores and
bluffs removes rock and earth. Over time, erosion can
remove material and decrease the size of lakefront
property. ODNR has established programs to slow
the effects of erosion, however, there is no way to
fully stop Lake Erie wave erosion.5

Interior Low Plateau
The Interior Low Plateau spans along the Ohio
River from the Indiana border to the Scioto River.
The majority of the area is Ordovician Rock with a
transition to Silurian, Devonian and Mississippi in the
east.
The glacial geology in this area is primarily till plains
and outwash. This area is filled with many small to
large tributaries that flow into the Ohio River. As rivers
flow, they meander across their flood plain, the low,

level areas bordering a stream. The 100-year flood
plain (or the area of one-percent chance of flooding)
is the national standard for flood regulation.6 Flood
plains are often a place for urban development for
their proximity to the river and relatively flat terrain.
Recognizing the potential for flooding can help
prevent major damage to projects. In addition, one
should recognize that as a river shifts across its flood
plain, the flood plain may shift with it.

It is important to keep in mind that the geohazards identified above can be found outside the
geographic regions noted, and in different provinces around Ohio. Slumps and landslides can
occur along flood plains throughout the state. Erosion is commonly found in many areas and
can be coupled with flooding. While geotechnical engineers’ and field professionals’ day-to-day
on-site work may not be affected by geohazards, the early recognition of geohazards can help
combat their costly or even harmful effects.
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